Many organizations track, inventory, and professionally manage all their owned and leased assets—be it as part of a government requirement or for financial accountability purposes. Some even need to do annual inventories and report on missing or misplaced assets. Doing this manually via spreadsheets and in-person inventory counts is time-consuming and doesn’t help with real-time understanding of operability status for quick deployment. Our asset tracking solution, powered by IBM Maximo, is here to help you manage asset life cycles, track and tag operational assets, and report out quickly.

**Potential benefits**
Implementing asset tracking from Deloitte and IBM Maximo means you can gain better visibility into your assets and operations, do more with less, comply with regulations, and drive accountability. Benefits may include:

- Quick-to-market inventory management capabilities
- Streamlined asset onboarding, inventory, handoff, and disposal processes
- Visibility into where assets are, their status, usage, and reporting details
- Simplified statutory inventory reporting
- Ability to reallocate existing resources for deployment where they’re needed most
- Asset governance and accountability
- Financial and operational efficiency
- Compliance with government regulations
- Reduced cost by avoiding asset duplication, waste, and unnecessary manual counts

**Deloitte and IBM: A powerful combination**
Together, we help you deploy and scale enterprise asset management solutions with confidence.

**End-to-end experience.** We can support you with strategy development, implementation, and operation of the solution.

**Acceleration.** Our solution deploys quickly and can scale based on your needs. It also leverages the strength of IBM Cloud, AI, and data technologies for real-time asset tracking and monitoring.

**Trusted.** IBM Maximo is a demonstrated cloud-based or on-premises enterprise asset management tool.

**Enhanced capabilities.** Our solution allows for ordering an inventory at a specific location—an extension of existing IBM Maximo capabilities.

**More than just technology.** We also incorporate people, process, governance, and culture elements into the project.

---

**Think you might need help with asset tracking?**

Here are some signs to look for:

- You don’t currently have an asset tracking solution in place and your organization size, scale, and/or asset complexity exceed what you can do using spreadsheets
- You already have IBM Maximo and are ready to add asset tracking and inventory capabilities
- You want to move to the next level of sophistication, but your existing solution can’t provide that functionality
- You manage ongoing manual inventory processes
How it works

The Deloitte and IBM ecosystem

Drawing on a relationship that has spanned more than 20 years, Deloitte and IBM combine technology leadership, hands-on business experience, and industry knowledge to guide our recommendations and challenge the possible. We use these insights to set up the right infrastructure and connect systems so you can bring the promises of digital solutions to life. Together with IBM, we help you deploy and scale enterprise asset management solutions with confidence.

Contact us to learn more and see a demo.
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